TENSION CURTAINS

COST EFFECTIVE SERVICE AND QUALITY
Structure-flex Ltd has been a leading producer of high quality tension curtains since they were
first invented in the early 1970’s and has continued to provide an increasing range of innovative
technical products for the commercial vehicle industry ever since.

TENSION CURTAINS
An established producer of both fixed strap and pocketed curtains. Security and insulated
options are also available. Every possible hardware combination is available plus one of the
largest ex stock curtain colour ranges in the industry. We can offer a full design service from
origination to final delivery plus cab and rear door decals to complete the package.

ADDED FEATURES
A range of security and insulated options are available using the latest materials and
production techniques, and with over 30 years of experience in curtain design and manufacture,
Structure-flex can provide a wealth of customising curtain features. We can extend working life
through the provision of additional wear bands and patches, provide heavier load carrying facilities, inner load retaining nets and strapping, and where appropriate, work with the customer to
provide unique operating features.

CURTAIN GRAPHICS
Structure-flex are market leading providers of their comprehensive graphics design and
supply service. From initial discussion through the layout approval process to final application,
Structure-Flex can handle all the detail and offer a range of application techniques to ensure
the finished curtains provide exactly the right visual impact for your business. Basic signwriting,
vinyl graphics, cab and rear door decals, full digital print, or any combination of the above can be
provided using our proven right first time approach.

RE-FLEX
Rapid access system for parcel carriers and drinks distribution. Complete body kit and fitting
instructions provided. Proven engineered components giving smooth operation and durability,
but also providing the bodybuilder with options to customise the end result.
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